ADVENTURERS AND NATURE LOVERS FIND
WAY TO ICELAND
A visit to Iceland gives you more choices for your vacation. In a
single day you can walk on a glacier, watch graceful whales, read
the ancient Sagas and indulge in award-winning cuisine.

Iceland has unforgettable nature which begins at the doorstep of its clean and friendly cities and
ends miles from human settlements. You can spend your time indoors in many museums and
galleries, shopping for the latest designer fashions, or in a coffee house enjoying a frothy
cappuccino. Or you can be outdoors on hikes, at festivals and parades or relaxing in the country’s
famous outdoor thermal swimming pools.
Iceland called also the country of ice and fire for centuries attracted visitors with its mysticism and
various legends. Today due to global and especially Icelandic financial crises the country
with its favorable prices lures many different types of tourists. Only 15 years ago, tourism
industry seemed not very profitable to the local service providers. Today however thanks to quality
promotion and low prices Iceland is a popular destination.
The country does not offer only geysers, waterfalls, rivers and 5,000 years old lava rocks. There is
much more and the number of various specialized tours is increasing every year. However, the
growing numbers of tourists represent a challenging problem for the industry. The island does not
have enough accommodation facilities in several regions for mass tourism. However the experts
suggest that fewer hotels make Iceland only more popular among adventurous tourists.
Reykjavik, the capital, is not the only place well developed with respect to tourism. In the
countryside numerous operators offer unique tours including not only fishing and rafting. Local
people offer guiding services taking visitors to the hills and mountains, glaciers and to places related
to Icelandic sagas and Nordic mythology.
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